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Howdy! My name is Dalton Of Zeal, a soon to be FAQ writer!  

Valkyrie Profile will live on in my heart as one of the most beautiful 
RPGS.. no, most beautiful works of art ever created. Every aspect;  
from the moving and intelligent story, to the awe-inspiring graphics 
and artwork, to the extremely solid and adrenaline-pumping battle system 
will never cease to amaze me and entertain me. Better than 11 Final 
Fantasies, without question! 

But enough about that. 



Valkyrie Profile is also noteworthy for its excellent and lengthy 
collection of voice samples, both inside and out of battle. Voice 
samples heard in battle are added to a Voice Collection option accessible 
from the title screen, available for listening any time. The following FAQ 
is a simple list of all of the battle voice samples in the game, as well 
as how to come across them. 

Q: How do I access Voice Collection? 

A: From the Title Screen, select Sound Mode, then Voice Collection. The game 
will load all of the voice samples from the saved games on your Memory Cards. 

You'll then see a screen displaying 35 "cards" in a 7 by 5 grid. Each one 
corresponds to a different character's voice collection. Once you've earned 
one battle voice sample for a character, the corresponding card will flip 
over and you'll be able to access their collection. 

Q: Okay, I have one Valkyrie voice sample.. but what's with the blue and 
white boxes? 

A: When you view one of these "cards", a number of "boxes" equal to the total 
voice samples of that character will appear. Ones that are blue are the ones 
you have obtained; white ones you have not obtained. They look something 
like this.

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][] 

Simply select a blue box and press X to listen to that voice sample. 

Q: How do I obtain the voices? 

A: One good way is to take a particular unique team throughout the game 
and expose them to a wide variety of situations and circumstances, while 
swapping characters every now and then to get a few samples for them, too. 
Teach them as many spells as you can, have them use them, try all of their 
attacks, intentionally let them die even! You probably won't be able to fit 
a full Voice Collection onto one single save file (I've got 12 blocks 
dedicated to Voice Collection myself), but then you can simply fill in 
the blanks with another save file. 

Keep the following in mind; 

- There are multiple voice samples for the beginning of battle for  
  each character; which sample is said depends on how far you outclass 
  the enemy in strength. 

- There are voice samples for PWS (Purify Weird Soul) moves, as well as 
  multiple PWS result samples depending on whether you killed the enemy 
  or not. 
   
- Attacks, being hit, and counterattacking all have multiple voice 
  samples, too. 
   
- There are multiple voice samples for each character that are played 
  after winning a battle. 
   
- Each character has a few "death" voice samples too. 



- Mages have a voice sample for EVERY SINGLE USABLE SPELL in the game,  
  including Great Magic such as Calamity Blast, Meteor Swarm, etc. 

- There are certain voice samples for certain characters played on one-time 
  occurrences. 

Q: What about bosses? How in holy hell do I get Surt and Loki voice samples? 

A: There are stronger versions of the final bosses that dwell in the final 
floors of the hidden dungeon "Seraphic Gate". These bosses have all of the 
voice samples for both Loki and Surt. 

Q: How do I use this FAQ? 

A: Well, I've listed the voice collections in the order they appear on the 
screen, going across. Just find the one you're looking for and you'll see 
something like this:   
                  
                 |       
                 | 
                 V 
                  
============================================================================== 

Character Name: <------- The name of the character 

Voiced by: <------- The actor or actress responsible for this particular  
                    character's voice. 

Personal Thoughts:     <------ My description and opinion of that  
                               character's voice. 
                                
Voice Collection:  

[][][][][][][][][][][][]    <--- Here we have a graphical representation 
[][][][][][][][][][][][]         of those blue and white boxes I mentioned 
[]                               earlier. 

Collection Info:  

1-15 are intro messages    <---- Here is information for obtaining each 
16-18 are death messages         voice sample for that particular  
19-25 are counterattack          character. The voice samples are numbered 
      messages                   from left to right. 

1: Message          <----- A list of all the voice samples for that  
2: Message                 particular character, numbered from left 
3: Message                 to right. 
4: Message
5: Message
6: Message
7: Message
8: Message
9: Message
10: Message 
11: Message 
12: Message 



13: Message 
14: Message 
15: Message 
16: Message 
17: Message 
18: Message 
19: Message 
20: Message 
21: Message 
22: Message 
23: Message 
24: Message 
25: Message 

Voice Actor/Actress Info:   <---------- Other roles of this particular 
                                        voice actor/actress, including 
                                        outside roles. 

============================================================================== 

Q: Shall we begin? 

A: Yes. If you're searching for a specific character's voice collection,  
just type their name into Find. 

============================================================================== 

Lenneth Valkyrie: 

Voiced by: Megan Hollingshead 

Personal Thoughts: Valkyrie has the voice of a strong, firenze, yet feminine 
                   woman. Note the word "woman"; Valkyrie sounds nothing like 
                   a little girl. Her voice is beautiful and always a 
                   pleasure to hear. 

Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][] 

Collection Info: 

- 1 is the standard enter battle message. You'll hear it a LOT. 

- 2 is the enter boss battle message. You'll run into this one for sure. 

- 3 and 4 play during certain boss fights, such as Fenrir and Akhetamen. 

- 5-7 are played during a special battle against Hrist. You'll find it 
  if you obtain the "A", or true ending. 

- 8-10 are Valkyrie's PWS move voice samples. Simply use Nibelung Valesti 
  to obtain all 3. 

- 11-14 play when you kill an enemy with Nibelung Valesti 



- 15-18 play when you hit an enemy with Nibelung Valesti and it doesn't 
  die. 
   
- 19-21 play when the battle ends. 

- 22-33 are attack sounds, sounds played when hit, counterattack sounds, 
  and death sounds 
   
1: To my side, my noble Einherjar! 
2: Come to me, dark warriors; battle awaits us! 
3: Your sins lay heavy upon you, defiler of souls! 
4: By the holy laws, you shall be obliterated! 
5: I beseech you! 
6: For me!
7: Do not die! 
8: It shall be engraved upon your soul! 
9: Divine Assault! 
10: Nibelung Valesti! 
11: Is it over? 
12: You have no hope of survival! 
13: Return from whence you came! 
14: Such is your fate! 
15: You still breathe? 
16: Surely you realize; resistance is worthless! 
17: You only prolong your suffering! 
18: I see this foe will not fall so easily. 
19: Get thee hence; oblivion awaits thee. 
20: Their souls have been released; we have no reason to remain here. 
21: You have served me well my Einherjar. 
22: Haa! (Attack sound) 
23: Yeahh!
24: Huaaah! 
25: Uah! (Hit) 
26: Ahh!  
27: Uuh!  
28: You missed! (Counterattack) 
29: Pathetic! 
30: Not even close! 
31: It... it cannot be! (Death) 
32: Whoooaaa! 
33: Eyaaaaah! 

Voice Actress Info:  

Megan Hollingshead provides the voices for Valkyrie, Lorenta, and Platina in 
Valkyrie Profile. She has played numerous roles in the Pokemon TV series, her 
most famous role being Officer Jenny or Nurse Joy. She has also played the  
following:

Fighting Foodons (2002) - Rose Marinade 
Ultimate Muscle (2002) - Trixie 
Yu-Gi-Oh! (2001) - Mai Valentine 
Sonic X (2003) - Rouge the Bat 

============================================================================== 



============================================================================== 

Freya: 

Voiced by: Veronica Taylor 

Personal Thoughts: Freya's voice was also done well. She has an aura of 
                   supremacy to her voice, which suits her well seeing 
                   as that she IS that powerful. One of Veronica's  
                   non-irritating roles. 

Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][] 

Collection Info: 

- 1-4 are battle intro messages. Depending on the strength of the enemy, 
  different messages will play. 1 means the enemy outclasses you, 4 
  means you outclass it, and 2 and 3 are in between. 

- 5-7 are Freya's PWS move voice samples. Simply use Ether Strike to  
  obtain all 3. 

- 8-11 play when you kill an enemy with Ether Strike. 

- 12-15 play when you hit an enemy with Ether Strike and it doesn't die. 
   
- 16-18 play when the battle ends. 

- 19-30 are attack sounds, sounds played when hit, counterattack sounds, 
  and death sounds 
   
1: Hmm... these beasts will be a good test. 
2: These beasts are an offense to me! 
3: Ahh, it's been so long since I've fought in Midgard! 
4: What a miserable existence... 
5: Prepare to be cleansed! 
6: Divine Assault! 
7: Ether Strike! 
8: To stand against a god... such is your reward. 
9: Such filthy creatures.. 
10: Let the worms feed on thy flesh! 
11: I am Freya! Recall the name on your journey through Hell. 
12: It would have been better for you to have fallen. 
13: You have not long on this world, monster. 
14: Stand fast! I will finish you soon! 
15: Fool! Know you not your own powerlessness? 
16: Easy work for a god.. 
17: One day I must face Brahms.. 
18: As expected, we are the victors! 
19: Huaah! (Attack) 
20: Whuaah! 
21: Can you withstand this!? 
22: Auuh! (Hit) 
23: Euuuh!



24: You'll pay for that! 
25: Your mistake! (Counterattack) 
26: Is that all? 
27: I'll reduce you to dust! 
28: Uhh.. ahhh... (Death) 
29: Noooooooo!  
30: This...cannot....be  

Voice Actress Info:  

Veronica Taylor has numerous roles in VP, including Freya, Fuyuki 
(the boy in Yumei's story), Jayle, and a few more NPCs. 
She's most  noteworthy for her voice as Ash Ketchum from Pokemon 
(ugh..). In fact, Fuyuki's voice is identical to Ash's in every  
way. Some of Veronica's other works are: 

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2003) - April O'Neil 
Fighting Foodons (2002) - Clawdia 
Kirby: Right Back at Ya (2002) - Fololo and Falala 
Ultimate Muscle (2002) - Kid Muscle's Mom 
Slayers (1995) - Amelia #2 [Episode 14+] (English Language Version) 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Arngrim: 

Voiced by: Addie Blaustein  

Personal Thoughts: Arngrim sounds tough, and tough is what suits him. My  
                   favourite sample of his would have to be "Hah! Did you 
                   think you could defeat ME?". 8) 

Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][]

Collection Info: 

- 1-4 are battle intro messages. Depending on the strength of the enemy, 
  different messages will play. 1 means the enemy outclasses you, 4 
  means you outclass it, and 2 and 3 are in between. 

- 5-7 are Arngrim's PWS move voice samples. Simply use Final Blast to  
  obtain all 3. 

- 8-11 play when you kill an enemy with Final Blast. 

- 12-15 play when you hit an enemy with Final Blast and it doesn't die. 
   
- 16-18 play when the battle ends. 

- 19-30 are attack sounds, sounds played when hit, counterattack sounds, 



  and death sounds 
   
1: No mercy! 
2: Hmm.. this won't be easy. 
3: No quarter. 
4: Hah... this will be child's play! 
5: I grow tired of you! 
6: Finishing strike! 
7: Final Blast! 
8: Hah, no problem! 
9: Now die and be silent! 
10: Hah, dead already? 
11: Hah, I love a good fight! 
12: You want more? 
13: You're next! 
14: Hmm... this is getting interesting.. 
15: Your time is short, monster! 
16: That was too easy... what's next? 
17: Hah! Did you think you could defeat me? 
18: They were no match for us.. 
19: Hah! (Attack) 
20: Huh! 
21: Haah! 
22: Uhh! (Hit) 
23: Eeh! 
24: Urggh!
25: Weak! (Counter) 
26: Forget it! 
27: Take that! 
28: Ahhhhhgh! (Death) 
29: Damn... it can't be! 

Voice Actor Info:  

This is perhaps Addie's most unique in-game role in VP. Believe it or not, 
this is the same voice actor who did Lawfer and Lezard Valeth's voices. 
Addie is also very well known as his role as Meowth from Pokemon. Also, he 
has done the voices of Lt. Surge and Bill from Pokemon, as well as Joey 
Wheeler from Yu-Gi-Oh! Funny how Addie can have a tough guy sounding voice, 
yet also be able to perform a higher pitched madman voice like Lezard, isn't 
it? 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Jelanda: 

Voiced by: Rachael Lillis 

Personal Thoughts: VERY cute voice. When she's angry or annoyed, her royal 
                   tone shows, and you get the feeling that you're dealing 
                   with a peeved princess. She sounds much like the English 
                   dub of Sailor Moon, I think. 
                    
Voice Collection: 



[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][] 

Collection Info: 

- 1-4 are battle intro messages. Depending on the strength of the enemy, 
  different messages will play. 1 means the enemy outclasses you, 4 
  means you outclass it, and 2 and 3 are in between. 

- 5-8 are played when you kill an enemy with any of Jelanda's PWS  
  (Purify Weird Soul) attacks, or when you use a non-great-magic PWS  
  attack (it may even play the same sample twice) 

- 9-12 play when you hit an enemy with Great Magic or PWS and it  
  doesn't die. 

- 13-15 play when the battle ends. 
   
- 16-21 play sounds played when hit and death sounds 

- 22-44 are played when casting the respective spells. 
   
- 45-68 are played when casting the respective Great Magic spells. 

1: Uh oh... we may be in trouble! 
2: Now face a princess' true wrath! 
3: Such impudence.. you face certain death! 
4: Valkyrie, do you even need our help? 
5: Impudent fool! 
6: There.. did you witness my power? 
7: This is divine punishment! 
8: Good.. I was getting tired of you! 
9: What? 
10: You still live!? 
11: Indeed you are stubborn! 
12: In..inconceivable! 
13: Well done, everyone! 
14: No matter how many are defeated, more appear! 
15: Well, they were rather annoying. 
16: Eek! (Hit) 
17: Ahh! 
18: Such.. impudence! 
19: Nooooooo! (Death) 
20: Eyahhh! 
21: Help... help me... 
22: Fire Lance! 
23: Fire Storm! 
24: Icicle Edge! 
25: Frigid Damsel! 
26: Lightning Bolt! 
27: Prismatic Missle! 
28: Shadow Servant! 
29: Dark Savior! 
30: Poison Blow! 
31: Stone Torch! 



32: Mystic Cross! 
33: Sacred Javelin! 
34: Invoke Feather! 
35: Heal! 
36: Normalize! 
37: Might Reinforce! 
38: Guard Reinforce! 
39: Spell Reinforce! 
40: Sap Power! 
41: Sap Guard! 
42: Dampen Magic! 
43: Reflect Sorcery! 
44: Shield Critical! 
45: The time of exorcism is at hand! Venomous servants, unleash thy dark  
    flames! 
46: Calamity Blast! 
47: Surely, thou can feel it! Thy days are numbered; thy death is at hand! 
48: Crystal Strike! 
49: I invoke the rites of fiery Muspelheim and give my soul up to the  
    inferno's embrace! 
50: Ifrit Caress! 
51: Ye must desire respite from thy empty existence.. thou shall have it! 
52: Celestial Star! 
53: If ye shall accept the benedictions of beauty, then yea; let these  
    chains of aster surround thee! 
54: Absolute Zero! 
55: No mercy for the damned; thus, thou has no escape from the grasp of  
    catastrophe! 
56: Meteor Swarm! 
57: As the harmoniums of Asgard sound, their very melodies stir the ancient 
    lightning to wake! 
58: Dragon Bolt! 
59: Ye of detestible name and virtue.. false apostle; thou art bayed back  
    to the abyss! 
60: Seraphic Law! 
61: If ye trust that thy eternal bonds shall be broken, then let my words 
    be as a vengeful blade upon thee! 
62: Cosmic Spear! 
63: Hark, lightning that rides within the ashen depths; descend down as a  
    storm upon my foes! 
64: Gravity Blessing! 
65: Lo, ye shall look upon the calamities of heresy with beclouded eyes! 
66: Petro Disruption! 
67: Hark! It is an omen! As hymns resound, thou shall be offered as a  
    sacrifice upon the feast of madness! 
68: Carnage Anthem! 

Voice Actress Info:  

Fans of Pokemon will instanly recognize the voice of Rachael Lillis. She 
voices Jessie and Misty, two of the most popular female characters in the 
series, as well as some side-roles as Pokemon themselves. In VP, she 
is the voice of Jelanda, Mystina and Lyseria. Here are some more 
of her roles outside of the game: 

Tama and Friends (2001) - the voice of Bengbu 
Boogiepop Phantom (2000) - Manaka Kisaragi, Nagi Kirima 
Gokudo (1999) - Mora (english dub) 
Shamanic Princess (1997) - Mimi 
Revolutionary Girl Utena - Utena Tenjou 



============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Lawfer: 

Voiced by: Addie Blaustien 

Personal Thoughts: Lawfer's English accent sounds fitting for his character. 
                   Well done, indeed. 

Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][]

Collection Info: 

- 1-4 are battle intro messages. Depending on the strength of the enemy, 
  different messages will play. 1 means the enemy outclasses you, 4 
  means you outclass it, and 2 and 3 are in between. 

- 5-7 are Lawfer's PWS move voice samples. Simply use Justice Stream to 
  obtain all 3. 

- 8-11 play when you kill an enemy with Justice Stream. 

- 12-15 play when you hit an enemy with Justice Stream and it doesn't die. 
   
- 16-18 play when the battle ends. 

- 19-29 are attack sounds, sounds played when hit, counterattack sounds, 
  and death sounds 

1: We have nothing but to fight! 
2: I pledge my strength to the lady Valkyrie! 
3: Do you think you can best me? 
4: Be vigilant, my friends! 
5: I stake everything on this single blow! 
6: Finishing Strike! 
7: Justice Stream! 
8: You have no more reason to live! 
9: Did that do it? 
10: How did you like that? 
11: I shall cut open my own path! 
12: I'm not strong enough.. 
13: Are you still alive? 
14: Fine, then I shall strike again! 
15: Did I misjudge my blow? 
16: Let us go, my friends. 
17: Is everyone all right? 
18: It might not go so well next time.. 
19: Huh! (Attack) 
20: Haah! 



21: Hah! 
22: Ouuh! (Hit) 
23: Ahh! 
24: Ah! 
25: Don't underestimate me! (Counter) 
26: Not so easy! 
27: Nice try! 
28: Oooooooaaaaaaah! (Death) 
29: No, not here!  

Voice Actor Info:  

Addie (Adam) Blaustien is the voice actor who did Lawfer and Lezard Valeth's 
voices. Addie is also very well known as his role as Meowth from Pokemon. 
Also, he has done the voices of Lt. Surge from Pokemon, as well 
as Joey Wheeler from Yu-Gi-Oh! Funny how Addie can have a tough guy 
sounding voice, yet also be able to perform a higher pitched madman voice 
like Lezard, isn't it? 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Belenus: 

Voiced by: Ed Paul 

Personal Thoughts: Belenus also speaks with an unmistakeable English accent. 
                   Sometimes he sounds as if he's too good for battle, 
                   however. Being a nobleman, he obviously speaks with a lot 
                   of class, but I can't help but think he has better things 
                   to do. Listen to how he says his first sample.. he sounds 
                   rather bored! 
                    
Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][]

Collection Info: 

- 1-4 are battle intro messages. Depending on the strength of the enemy, 
  different messages will play. 1 means the enemy outclasses you, 4 
  means you outclass it, and 2 and 3 are in between. 

- 5-7 are Belenus' PWS move voice samples. Simply use Extreme Void to 
  obtain all 3. 

- 8-11 play when you kill an enemy with Extreme Void. 

- 12-15 play when you hit an enemy with Extreme Void and it doesn't die. 
   
- 16-18 play when the battle ends. 

- 19-29 are attack sounds, sounds played when hit, counterattack sounds, 



  and death sounds 

1: These are formidable adversaries. 
2: I dedicate my soul to the gods. 
3: Have at you! 
4: Hm.. these foes are unworthy! 
5: Feel my wrath! 
6: Finishing Strike! 
7: Extreme Void! 
8: Reap the judgement of the gods! 
9: Nothing can survive that! 
10: How did you like that? 
11: Be damned.. 
12: What? 
13: Such insolence! 
14: Huh.. a worthy foe. 
15: Has my power waned? 
16: You have paid the price for your evil. 
17: Burn in hell, blasphemer of souls. 
18: They were mighty foes. 
19: Huh! (Attack) 
20: Hah! 
21: Heh! 
22: Ugh.. (Hit) 
23: Ahh! 
24: Uahh! 
25: You missed! (Counter) 
26: No quarter! 
27: Now you're mine! 
28: Oaaahhhhhh! (Death) 
29: Impossible... 

Voice Actor Info:  

Ed Paul is an enigmatic one. Aside from a few diverse roles in Valkyrie 
Profile (Gandar, Loki, Belenus), I know nothing about him. If you have any 
information you'd like to add, please email me! 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Llewelyn: 

Voiced by: Tara Jayne 

Personal Thoughts: Well, Llewelyn is certainly a scared young man who has no 
                   place on the battlefield, and his voice samples drive that 
                   point home. His voice sounds tired, a little whiny, but 
                   at times (during his PWS) he gets a little more into it. 
                    
Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][]



Collection Info: 

- 1-4 are battle intro messages. Depending on the strength of the enemy, 
  different messages will play. 1 means the enemy outclasses you, 4 
  means you outclass it, and 2 and 3 are in between. 

- 5-7 are Llewelyn's PWS move voice samples. Simply use Layer Storm to 
  obtain all 3. 

- 8-11 play when you kill an enemy with Layer Storm. 

- 12-15 play when you hit an enemy with Layer Storm and it doesn't die. 
   
- 16-18 play when the battle ends. 

- 19-29 are attack sounds, sounds played when hit, counterattack sounds, 
  and death sounds 
   
   
1: Oh no.. we're totally outmatched! 
2: I'll do my best. 
3: Good luck, everybody. 
4: With enemies like this, even I might have a chance! 
5: In the name of all the gods! 
6: Finishing Strike! 
7: Layer Storm! 
8: All right! 
9: How'd you like that? 
10: Not bad, hah! 
11: There's more where that came from! 
12: You're still alive? 
13: Now I leave it to you, my friends! 
14: It can't be! 
15: What? That's not supposed to happen! 
16: Whoa.. everyone's so tough! 
17: I've got to try harder, or.. 
18: Was I of any help? 
19: Hah! (Attack) 
20: Yah! 
21: Yee-ah! 
22: Uhh! (Hit) 
23: Ahh! 
24: Uhhh! 
25: Yee-ah! (Counter) 
26: All right! 
27: Eat this! 
28: I.. I don't want to die again! (Death) 
29: Ahhh.. owwww! 

Voice Actress Info:  

Tara Jayne (yes, Llewelyn is voiced by a girl) also does the parts of the 
similar sounding Shiho, Nanami and Yumei. Tara performs the voice of  
Bulbasaur in the Pokemon TV series, amongst some other Pokemon. Some of Tara's 
other roles include: 

Fighting Foodons (2002) - Chase 
Kirby: Right Back at Ya (2002) - Tuff 
Yu-Gi-Oh! (2001) - Mokuba Kaiba 



Angel Sanctuary (2001) - Sara Mudo 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Kashell: 

Voiced by: Jimmy Zoppi 

Personal Thoughts: Kashell is extremely cocky-sounding, which fits his 
                   character to a "T". And that is precisely the reason 
                   why I don't use him on my team. A good voice overall, 
                   but an annoying character! 

Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][]

Collection Info: 

- 1-4 are battle intro messages. Depending on the strength of the enemy, 
  different messages will play. 1 means the enemy outclasses you, 4 
  means you outclass it, and 2 and 3 are in between. 

- 5-7 are Kashell's PWS move voice samples. Simply use Flashing Blade to 
  obtain all 3. 

- 8-11 play when you kill an enemy with Flashing Blade 

- 12-15 play when you hit an enemy with Flashing Blade and it doesn't die. 
   
- 16-18 play when the battle ends. 

- 19-29 are attack sounds, sounds played when hit, counterattack sounds, 
  and death sounds 
   
   
1: Hey.. this doesn't look good! 
2: Let's go! I'll take you all on! 
3: All right.. let's give this a go! 
4: C'mon Celia.. uh.. oh, my mistake! 
5: I'll take care of this! 
6: Finishing Strike! 
7: Flashing Blade! 
8: Ha ha ha! Isn't this fun? 
9: All right! Feeling good! 
10: That was too easy! 
11: I knew that would work! 
12: What, not dead yet? 
13: Hey.. is this for real? 
14: Huh.. oh well! 
15: No way! 
16: Not bad, I guess. Of course, it was all thanks to me! 
17: Aww.. over already? I still wanted to fight! 



18: Phew.. that didn't go as well as I thought! 
19: Hah! (Attack) 
20: Uaah! 
21: Now die! 
22: Ah! (Hit) 
23: Ooh! 
24: Uh.. bastard! 
25: Too easy! (Counter) 
26: Is that your best? 
27: Die! 
28: Uuuaaahhh! Ugh.. (Death) 
29: C...confound it all! 

Voice Actor Info:  

Jimmy Zoppi performs the voices of Kashell, Suo and Badrach in Valkyrie 
Profile. He's also very well known as Bill and Snap (the camera guy) from 
the Pokemon series. Additionally, Jimmy has done a lot of roles in the  
Slayers anime series. 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Janus: 

Voiced by: Scottie Ray 

Personal Thoughts: For a character so strangely silent in story, he's quite 
                   the motormouth in battle! Janus has an anti-social, mean 
                   sounding voice, but it's a well done one, and he has every 
                   reason to sound that way. Few of his samples are of him 
                   yelling. 
                    
Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][]

Collection Info: 

- 1-4 are battle intro messages. Depending on the strength of the enemy, 
  different messages will play. 1 means the enemy outclasses you, 4 
  means you outclass it, and 2 and 3 are in between. 

- 5-7 are Janus' PWS move voice samples. Simply use Guilty Break to 
  obtain all 3. 

- 8-11 play when you kill an enemy with Guilty Break. 

- 12-15 play when you hit an enemy with Guilty Break and it doesn't die. 
   
- 16-18 play when the battle ends. 

- 19-29 are attack sounds, sounds played when hit, counterattack sounds, 
  and death sounds 



   
1: Huh.. there's certainly no lack of decent foes.. 
2: Enemies.. 
3: I'll take you all on! 
4: This shouldn't take long. 
5: For my honor! 
6: Finishing Strike! 
7: Guilty Break! 
8: In war, only one can survive. 
9: Dead, I see? 
10: Who shall fall next? 
11: The gates of hell await thee! 
12: My power was not enough. 
13: A worthy foe, indeed. 
14: Very well.. I will strike again. 
15: Impossible! 
16: My skills will be dulled by opponents like this! 
17: How long must we keep fighting the same battles? 
18: They were an unworthy foe to begin with. 
19: Hah! (Attack) 
20: Hah-hah! 
21: Yeah! 
22: Ahh! (Hit) 
23: Curses! 
24: Uhh! 
25: Huh, haah! (Counter) 
26: Too bad! 
27: You misjudged me! 
28: Oooohhh... ahhhh! (Death) 
29: Damn... did I underestimate? 

Voice Actor Info:  

Scottie Ray is relatively new to the scene, I believe. He voices Janus and Jun 
in Valkyrie Profile, and has done numerous small parts in the Pokemon series. 
He is currently doing more small parts in Fighting Foodons! and voices the 
evil villian Shredder in the new Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles cartoon. 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Nanami: 

Voiced by: Tara Jayne 

Personal Thoughts: A very cute voice, but doesn't quite suit Nanami. I was 
                   expecting something a little more Asian-esque, rather 
                   than just a cute little girl voice. Still, it's a well 
                   done one, with some interesting samples about Japanese 
                   fortune telling (I think), even if the voice is a 
                   little quiet at times. 
                    
Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 



[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][] 

Collection Info: 

- 1-4 are battle intro messages. Depending on the strength of the enemy, 
  different messages will play. 1 means the enemy outclasses you, 4 
  means you outclass it, and 2 and 3 are in between. 

- 5-8 are played when you kill an enemy with any of Nanami's PWS  
  (Purify Weird Soul) attacks, or when you use a non-great-magic PWS  
  attack (it may even play the same sample twice) 

- 9-12 play when you hit an enemy with Great Magic or PWS and it  
  doesn't die. 

- 13-17 play when the battle ends. 
   
- 18-23 play sounds played when hit and death sounds 

- 24-46 are played when casting the respective spells. 
   
- 47-70 are played when casting the respective Great Magic spells. 

1: Don't do anything rash, my friends. 
2: Allow me to purify you! 
3: I feel dark energy flowing from these beings! 
4: Look.. they are mononoke; vengeful spirits! 
5: Return now to the ends of the earth! 
6: Tenchu; punishment from the heavens! 
7: Such is the fate of all monsters! 
8: You have earned your rest.. sleep soundly. 
9: Do not resist your fate! 
10: Die quickly and spare yourself the pain! 
11: All is nearly lost for you! 
12: Don't you see? You must submit! 
13: I have drawn daikichi(?); excellent fortune! 
14: I have drawn chukichi(?); good fortune. 
15: I have drawn kichi(?); average fortune. 
16: Oh dear.. I have drawn dai-cho(?); terrible fortune. 
17: Ahh! (Hit) 
18: Oh! 
19: No! 
20: It's.. getting dark! (Death) 
21: The pain! 
22: Uuuaaaahhh! 
23: Aaaaah! 
24: Fire Lance! 
25: Fire Storm! 
26: Icicle Edge! 
27: Frigid Damsel! 
28: Lightning Bolt! 
29: Prismatic Missle! 
30: Shadow Servant! 
31: Dark Savior! 
32: Poison Blow! 
33: Stone Torch! 



34: Mystic Cross! 
35: Sacred Javelin! 
36: Invoke Feather! 
37: Heal! 
38: Normalize! 
39: Might Reinforce! 
40: Guard Reinforce! 
41: Spell Reinforce! 
42: Sap Power! 
43: Sap Guard! 
44: Dampen Magic! 
45: Reflect Sorcery! 
46: Shield Critical! 
47: The time of exorcism is at hand! Venomous servants, unleash thy  
    dark flames! 
48: Calamity Blast! 
49: Surely, thou can feel it! Thy days are numbered; thy death is at hand! 
50: Crystal Strike! 
51: I invoke the rites of fiery Muspelheim and give my soul up to the  
    inferno's embrace! 
52: Ifrit Caress! 
53: Ye must desire respite from thy empty existence.. thou shall have it! 
54: Celestial Star! 
55: If ye shall accept the benedictions of beauty, then yea; let these 
    chains of aster surround thee! 
56: Absolute Zero! 
57: No mercy for the damned; thus, thou has no escape from the grasp of  
    catastrophe! 
58: Meteor Swarm! 
59: As the harmoniums of Asgard sound, their very melodies stir the  
    ancient lightning to wake! 
60: Dragon Bolt! 
61: Ye of detestible name and virtue.. false apostle; thou art bayed  
    back to the abyss! 
62: Seraphic Law! 
63: If ye trust that thy eternal bonds shall be broken, then let my  
    words be as a vengeful blade upon thee! 
64: Cosmic Spear! 
65: Hark, lightning that rides within the ashen depths; descend down as  
    a storm upon my foes! 
66: Gravity Blessing! 
67: Lo, ye shall look upon the calamities of heresy with beclouded eyes! 
68: Petro Disruption! 
69: Hark! It is an omen! As hymns resound, thou shall be offered as a  
    sacrifice upon the feast of madness! 
70: Carnage Anthem! 

Voice Actress Info:  

Tara Jayne also does the parts of the similar sounding Shiho, Llewelyn and 
Yumei. Tara performs the voice of  Bulbasaur in the Pokemon TV series,  
amongst some other Pokemon. Some of Tara's other roles include: 

Fighting Foodons (2002) - Chase 
Kirby: Right Back at Ya (2002) - Tuff 
Yu-Gi-Oh! (2001) - Mokuba Kaiba 
Angel Sanctuary (2001) - Sara Mudo 

============================================================================== 



============================================================================== 

Yumei: 

Voiced by: Tara Jayne 

Personal Thoughts: Yumei has a beautiful backstory about dreams and having 
                   faith in what you believe in; but it would appear that 
                   little to no effort has gone into creating a memorable 
                   voice collection for her. She sounds somewhat  
                   unenthusiastic and hopeless, and her voice just didn't 
                   really touch me in any way. Sorry, Yumei.. 

Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][] 

Collection Info: 

- 1-4 are battle intro messages. Depending on the strength of the enemy, 
  different messages will play. 1 means the enemy outclasses you, 4 
  means you outclass it, and 2 and 3 are in between. 

- 5-8 are played when you kill an enemy with any of Yumei's PWS  
  (Purify Weird Soul) attacks, or when you use a non-great-magic PWS  
  attack (it may even play the same sample twice) 

- 9-12 play when you hit an enemy with Great Magic or PWS and it  
  doesn't die. 

- 13-15 play when the battle ends. 
   
- 16-21 play sounds played when hit and death sounds 

- 22-44 are played when casting the respective spells. 
   
- 45-68 are played when casting the respective Great Magic spells. 

1: Father, mother; watch over me! 
2: Oh.. this looks like it might be tough! 
3: Okay everyone.. be brave! 
4: They have no chance against us! 
5: I hope that wasn't too strong! 
6: Whoo.. it worked! 
7: Thank goodness my power was enough! 
8: Go back to the hole you crawled in from! 
9: Uh oh, we may be in trouble! 
10: Huh? I can't believe it! 



11: Ooh, it's still alive! 
12: Oh no, this is bad! 
13: You all fought so bravely! 
14: I'm proud to fight by your side! 
15: Is everybody okay? You're not hurt? 
16: Ahh! (Hit) 
17: Ooah! 
18: No! 
19: Ohhhh! (Death) 
20: Nooooooo! 
21: Father, mother! 
22: Fire Lance! 
23: Fire Storm! 
24: Icicle Edge! 
25: Frigid Damsel! 
26: Lightning Bolt! 
27: Prismatic Missle! 
28: Shadow Servant! 
29: Dark Savior! 
30: Poison Blow! 
31: Stone Torch! 
32: Mystic Cross! 
33: Sacred Javelin! 
34: Invoke Feather! 
35: Heal! 
36: Normalize! 
37: Might Reinforce! 
38: Guard Reinforce! 
39: Spell Reinforce! 
40: Sap Power! 
41: Sap Guard! 
42: Dampen Magic! 
43: Reflect Sorcery! 
44: Shield Critical! 
45: The time of exorcism is at hand! Venomous servants, unleash thy dark  
    flames! 
46: Calamity Blast! 
47: Surely, thou can feel it! Thy days are numbered; thy death is at hand! 
48: Crystal Strike! 
49: I invoke the rites of fiery Muspelheim and give my soul up to the  
    inferno's embrace! 
50: Ifrit Caress! 
51: Ye must desire respite from thy empty existence.. thou shall have it! 
52: Celestial Star! 
53: If ye shall accept the benedictions of beauty, then yea; let these  
    chains of aster surround thee! 
54: Absolute Zero! 
55: No mercy for the damned; thus, thou has no escape from the grasp of  
    catastrophe! 
56: Meteor Swarm! 
57: As the harmoniums of Asgard sound, their very melodies stir the ancient 
    lightning to wake! 
58: Dragon Bolt! 
59: Ye of detestible name and virtue.. false apostle; thou art bayed back to 
    the abyss! 
60: Seraphic Law! 
61: If ye trust that thy eternal bonds shall be broken, then let my words be 
    as a vengeful blade upon thee! 
62: Cosmic Spear! 
63: Hark, lightning that rides within the ashen depths; descend down as a  



    storm upon my foes! 
64: Gravity Blessing! 
65: Lo, ye shall look upon the calamities of heresy with beclouded eyes! 
66: Petro Disruption! 
67: Hark! It is an omen! As hymns resound, thou shall be offered as a  
    sacrifice upon the feast of madness! 
68: Carnage Anthem! 

Voice Actress Info:  

Tara Jayne also does the parts of the similar sounding Shiho, Nanami  
and Llewelyn. Tara performs the voice of Bulbasaur in the Pokemon TV series, 
amongst some other Pokemon. Some of Tara's other roles include: 

Fighting Foodons (2002) - Chase 
Kirby: Right Back at Ya (2002) - Tuff 
Yu-Gi-Oh! (2001) - Mokuba Kaiba 
Angel Sanctuary (2001) - Sara Mudo 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Aelia: 

Voiced by: Veronica Taylor 

Personal Thoughts: Sounds like an energetic young woman who's always willing 
                   to battle! Her "You have reaped what you have sowed" line 
                   sounds remarkably like Freya! 

Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][] 

Collection Info: 

- 1-4 are battle intro messages. Depending on the strength of the enemy, 
  different messages will play. 1 means the enemy outclasses you, 4 
  means you outclass it, and 2 and 3 are in between. 

- 5-7 are Aelia's PWS move voice samples. Simply use Dreaded Dragon to 
  obtain all 3. 

- 8-11 play when you kill an enemy with Dreaded Dragon. 

- 12-15 play when you hit an enemy with Dreaded Dragon and it doesn't die. 
   
- 16-18 play when the battle ends. 

- 19-31 are attack sounds, sounds played when hit, counterattack sounds, 
  and death sounds 
   



1: I love a good battle! 
2: Ah, now this is more my style! 
3: All right.. time to test my skills! 
4: These are our opponents? It's no match! 
5: My soul burns.. my power has awakenend! 
6: Finishing Strike! 
7: Dreaded Dragon! 
8: You have reaped what you have sowed! 
9: You're no match for me! 
10: Now you have felt my strength! 
11: Ha ha ha.. how fun! 
12: Impossible.. 
13: I was sure that would do it! 
14: This one is strong. 
15: He's powerful. 
16: How unskilled these beasts are. 
17: The enemy is vanquished! 
18: Our work is done! 
19: Hah! (Attack) 
20: Huah! 
21: Take that! 
22: Ahh! (Hit) 
23: Confound it! 
24: I won't lose! 
25: You missed me! (Counter) 
26: Ha-ha!
27: Close!
28: C....curse you! (Death) 
29: I can't.. die now! 
30: Nnnooooooooo! 
31: Uhh.. ahhh... 

Voice Actress Info:  

Veronica Taylor has numerous roles in VP, including Freya, Fuyuki 
(the boy in Yumei's story), Jayle, and a few more NPCs. 
She's most noteworthy for her voice as Ash Ketchum from Pokemon 
(ugh..). In fact, Fuyuki's voice is identical to Ash's in every  
way. Some of Veronica's other works are: 

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2003) - April O'Neil 
Fighting Foodons (2002) - Clawdia 
Kirby: Right Back at Ya (2002) - Fololo and Falala 
Ultimate Muscle (2002) - Kid Muscle's Mom 
Slayers (1995) - Amelia #2 [Episode 14+] (English Language Version) 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Jun: 

Voiced by: Scottie Ray 

Personal Thoughts: Jun sounds Japanese, alright. Some of his voice samples 
                   ARE Japanese, actually! Though he's probably my least 



                   favourite in-battle character, his voice is always 
                   pleasant to hear. Note that in his samples, Ai is 
                   the name of his sister, who he devoted his life to. 

Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][]

Collection Info: 

- 1-4 are battle intro messages. Depending on the strength of the enemy, 
  different messages will play. 1 means the enemy outclasses you, 4 
  means you outclass it, and 2 and 3 are in between. 

- 5-7 are Jun's PWS move voice samples. Simply use Senko-Jin to 
  obtain all 3. 

- 8-11 play when you kill an enemy with Senko-Jin. 

- 12-15 play when you hit an enemy with Senko-Jin and it doesn't die. 
   
- 16-18 play when the battle ends. 

- 19-29 are attack sounds, sounds played when hit, counterattack sounds, 
  and death sounds 
   
1: No matter who the opponent, I shall not yield! 
2: Try all you want, demons.. the outcome will not change! 
3: By hook or crook, you shall all die! 
4: Whether strong or weak, you shall receive no mercy! 
5: Mugen no kensen! 
6: Blade Art! 
7: Senko-Jin! 
8: Feel fortunate to have died a quick death! 
9: Now your future is emptiness! 
10: Die, and begone! 
11: None can stand before me! 
12: You are strong, monster! 
13: You still fight? 
14: Still, you will fall! 
15: Resist not.. you are doomed! 
16: Ai.. have I made a terrible mistake? 
17: Before my blades, all are powerless! 
18: I have never lost a battle. 
19: Huh! (Attack) 
20: Huuh! 
21: Jaa! 
22: Uhh! (Hit) 
23: Ahh! 
24: Be damned! 
25: Too slow! (Counter) 
26: Hah! 
27: Take that!  
28: D... damn! (Death) 
29: Uh... uaahhhh.. Ai! 

Voice Actor Info:  



Scottie Ray is relatively new to the scene, I believe. He voices Janus and Jun 
in Valkyrie Profile, and has done numerous small parts in the Pokemon series. 
He is currently doing more small parts in Fighting Foodons! and voices the 
evil villian Shredder in the new Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles cartoon. 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Lyseria: 

Voiced by: Rachael Lillis 

Personal Thoughts: Sounding like a depressed Sailor Moon, Lyseria gets my 
                   vote for least-impressive voice collection in VP. 
                   It's not that it doesn't suit the part.. it's just 
                   that this has been done before.. and with the mass amount 
                   of female mages in this game, Lyseria is one of those who 
                   quickly fell into obscurity and was never used on my save 
                   file. 

Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][] 

Collection Info: 

- 1-4 are battle intro messages. Depending on the strength of the enemy, 
  different messages will play. 1 means the enemy outclasses you, 4 
  means you outclass it, and 2 and 3 are in between. 

- 5-8 are played when you kill an enemy with any of Lyseria's PWS  
  (Purify Weird Soul) attacks, or when you use a non-great-magic PWS  
  attack (it may even play the same sample twice) 

- 9-12 play when you hit an enemy with Great Magic or PWS and it  
  doesn't die. 

- 13-15 play when the battle ends. 
   
- 16-22 play sounds played when hit and death sounds 

- 23-45 are played when casting the respective spells. 
   
- 46-69 are played when casting the respective Great Magic spells. 

1: This match; it is far too dangerous. 
2: The cries of souls in torment.. forgive me. 
3: Such horrible energy.. the spirits are angry. 
4: I'm afraid I will not be able to save you. 



5: I cannot suffer you to live! 
6: In the name of the gods, I seal thee! 
7: I deny thee thy future! 
8: In the end, all return to dust! 
9: Let us end this! 
10: If that did not stop you, what will? 
11: How could you endure such sorcery? 
12: Am I too weak? 
13: Such abominations can not be allowed to exist! 
14: I pray that you lost souls find respite. 
15: I pray that you poor beings will one day know happiness. 
16: Ooaaaahhh! (Hit) 
17: No! 
18: Help me! 
19: I.. I accept my fate. (Death) 
20: I wasn't enough help.. forgive me.. 
21: Uuuaaaahhh! 
22: Yeahhhh.. 
23: Fire Lance! 
24: Fire Storm! 
25: Icicle Edge! 
26: Frigid Damsel! 
27: Lightning Bolt! 
28: Prismatic Missle! 
29: Shadow Servant! 
30: Dark Savior! 
31: Poison Blow! 
32: Stone Torch! 
33: Mystic Cross! 
34: Sacred Javelin! 
35: Invoke Feather! 
36: Heal! 
37: Normalize! 
38: Might Reinforce! 
39: Guard Reinforce! 
40: Spell Reinforce! 
41: Sap Power! 
42: Sap Guard! 
43: Dampen Magic! 
44: Reflect Sorcery! 
45: Shield Critical! 
46: The time of exorcism is at hand! Venomous servants, unleash thy dark  
    flames! 
47: Calamity Blast! 
48: Surely, thou can feel it! Thy days are numbered; thy death is at hand! 
49: Crystal Strike! 
50: I invoke the rites of fiery Muspelheim and give my soul up to the  
    inferno's embrace! 
51: Ifrit Caress! 
52: Ye must desire respite from thy empty existence.. thou shall have it! 
53: Celestial Star! 
54: If ye shall accept the benedictions of beauty, then yea; let these  
    chains of aster surround thee! 
55: Absolute Zero! 
56: No mercy for the damned; thus, thou has no escape from the grasp of  
    catastrophe! 
57: Meteor Swarm! 
58: As the harmoniums of Asgard sound, their very melodies stir the ancient 
    lightning to wake! 
59: Dragon Bolt! 



60: Ye of detestible name and virtue.. false apostle; thou art bayed back  
    to the abyss! 
61: Seraphic Law! 
62: If ye trust that thy eternal bonds shall be broken, then let my words be 
    as a vengeful blade upon thee! 
63: Cosmic Spear! 
64: Hark, lightning that rides within the ashen depths; descend down as a 
    storm upon my foes! 
65: Gravity Blessing! 
66: Lo, ye shall look upon the calamities of heresy with beclouded eyes! 
67: Petro Disruption! 
68: Hark! It is an omen! As hymns resound, thou shall be offered as a  
    sacrifice upon the feast of madness! 
69: Carnage Anthem! 

Voice Actress Info:  

Fans of Pokemon will instanly recognize the voice of Rachael Lillis. She 
voices Jessie and Misty, two of the most popular female characters in the 
series, as well as some side-roles as Pokemon themselves. In VP, she 
is the voice of Jelanda, Mystina and Lyseria. Here are some more 
of her roles outside of the game: 

Tama and Friends (2001) - the voice of Bengbu 
Boogiepop Phantom (2000) - Manaka Kisaragi, Nagi Kirima 
Gokudo (1999) - Mora (english dub) 
Shamanic Princess (1997) - Mimi 
Revolutionary Girl Utena - Utena Tenjou 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Badrach: 

Voiced by: Jimmy Zoppi 

Personal Thoughts: Well suited for the character, that's for sure. I simply 
                   love Badrach's voice! Gruff, casual, and boorish; but 
                   great for a barrel of laughs! It's actually quite 
                   refreshing to see and hear a hero who looks like a 
                   traditional Working Designs "Kyle-like" character! 
                    
Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][] 

Collection Info: 

- 1-4 are battle intro messages. Depending on the strength of the enemy, 
  different messages will play. 1 means the enemy outclasses you, 4 
  means you outclass it, and 2 and 3 are in between. 

- 5-7 are Badrach's PWS move voice samples. Simply use Sphere Strike to 
  obtain all 3. 



- 8-11 play when you kill an enemy with Sphere Strike. 

- 12-15 play when you hit an enemy with Sphere Strike and it doesn't die. 
   
- 16-18 play when the battle ends. 

- 19-30 are attack sounds, sounds played when hit, counterattack sounds, 
  and death sounds 
   
1: Whoa.. this looks bad! 
2: Hey, can I sit this one out? 
3: Goddess, I'd give my life to you.. shyeah, right! 
4: These punks will be easy! 
5: You're dead, pal! 
6: Deathblow! 
7: Sphere Strike! 
8: Sorry pal, but someone's gotta die! 
9: Rrreally pathetic! 
10: That's one down! 
11: See ya in hell! 
12: What? You're still standing! 
13: Huh.. hurry up and die already! 
14: Huah.. you make me look bad! 
15: Blahh.. you'll die sooner or later! 
16: Hah.. I'm ready for Valhalla already! 
17: Killin is thirsty work.. I need a drink! 
18: Phew.. I could use a rest! 
19: Hah! (Attack) 
20: Die! 
21: Don't move! 
22: Ohh! (Hit) 
23: Uhh! 
24: Whattya doin? 
25: Nice try! (Counter) 
26: You little punk! 
27: You'll regret that! 
28: What? Not again! (Death) 
29: Ohh... it hurts.. I don't wanna die! 
30: Uaaaaaahhhh! 

Voice Actor Info:  

Jimmy Zoppi performs the voices of Kashell, Suo and Badrach in Valkyrie 
Profile. He's also very well known as Bill and Snap (the camera guy) from 
the Pokemon series. Additionally, Jimmy has done a lot of roles in the  
Slayers anime series. 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Grey:

Voiced by: Eric Stuart 

Personal Thoughts: I think Edward Chang from GameFAQs said it best when he 



                   said Grey sounded too "dead". Every one of his voice 
                   samples has the same deep, evil tone to it. My personal 
                   favourite would have to be "I will not die..." 

Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][]

Collection Info: 

- 1-4 are battle intro messages. Depending on the strength of the enemy, 
  different messages will play. 1 means the enemy outclasses you, 4 
  means you outclass it, and 2 and 3 are in between. 

- 5-7 are Grey's PWS move voice samples. Simply use Icicle Disaster to 
  obtain all 3. 

- 8-11 play when you kill an enemy with Icicle Disaster. 

- 12-15 play when you hit an enemy with Icicle Disaster and it doesn't die. 
   
- 16-18 play when the battle ends. 

- 19-29 are attack sounds, sounds played when hit, counterattack sounds, 
  and death sounds 
   
1: Even in the face of defeat, I shall never surrender! 
2: Enguarde! 
3: Are you prepared to die? 
4: Our blades are wasted on such foes! 
5: I invoke the power of the glacial blade! 
6: Finishing Strike! 
7: Icicle Disaster! 
8: Your very existence is an abomination! 
9: Get thee back to Nifelheim! 
10: You fiends have no future. 
11: My blade was too swift for you. 
12: What? You still breathe? 
13: So still you fight! 
14: Concede defeat, doomed one! 
15: T'would be better for you to have died! 
16: I will not die.. 
17: I will not squander this second chance at life! 
18: Lemia.. it was you who saved me.. I will not forget. 
19: Huah! (Attack) 
20: Haah! 
21: Haaah!
22: Uh! (Hit) 
23: Oh! 
24: How! 
25: Hiya! (Counter) 
26: Too bad! 
27: It's over! 
28: Uuaaahhuhhh.. (Death) 
29: Damn..

Voice Actor Info:  



Eric Stuart has made quite a name for himself! He plays both Lucian and  
Grey from Valkyrie Profile, but is much better known as Brock and James from  
the Pokemon series. To learn more about Eric Stuart, check out his personal 
website at http://www.ericstuart.com . He's in a band! He's opened for some 
of the greatest rock bands of all time! And his music is good, too!  

Also, here are some of his other roles. 

Fighting Foodons (2002) - Gazmacho 
Kirby: Right Back at Ya (2002) - Meta-Knight 
Ultimate Muscle (2002) - Mac Metaphor/ Dik Dik VanDik/ Geronimo 
Yu-Gi-Oh! (2001) - Seto Kaiba 
Slayers (1995) - Gourry Gabriev (English dub) 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Lorenta: 

Voiced by: Megan Hollingshead 

Personal Thoughts: Very refined and cultured Lorenta is. She sounds pretty 
                   snobby at times, as well. Not a bad collection, but with 
                   a multitude of other mages to choose from, it's all down 
                   to favourite voice samples. And do you REALLY want to hear 
                   the voice of a snobby rich woman every time you cast 
                   a spell? 8P 
                    
Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][] 

Collection Info: 

- 1-4 are battle intro messages. Depending on the strength of the enemy, 
  different messages will play. 1 means the enemy outclasses you, 4 
  means you outclass it, and 2 and 3 are in between. 

- 5-8 are played when you kill an enemy with any of Lorenta's PWS  
  (Purify Weird Soul) attacks, or when you use a non-great-magic PWS  
  attack (it may even play the same sample twice) 

- 9-12 play when you hit an enemy with Great Magic or PWS and it  
  doesn't die. 

- 13-15 play when the battle ends. 
   
- 16-20 play sounds played when hit and death sounds 

- 21-43 are played when casting the respective spells. 



   
- 44-67 are played when casting the respective Great Magic spells. 

1: These beasts are much too dangerous! 
2: What god would allow human souls to become so corrupted? 
3: Demons?
4: To wander aimlessly for all eternity.. it's so tragic! 
5: Monsters, get thee hence! 
6: Depart now, you grotesque thing! 
7: I pray that your soul may be saved.. 
8: You are finished, monster. 
9: It cannot be.. I don't believe it! 
10: Have I only increased their hatred? 
11: How can it still survive? 
12: Such a will to live! 
13: Is there really any meaning to this victory? 
14: Is this truly justice? 
15: Let us be gone from this place, my companions. 
16: Ahh! (Hit) 
17: Eahh! 
18: Uhh! 
19: Uhhhhhh! (Death)   
20: No! It cannot be! 
21: Fire Lance! 
22: Fire Storm! 
23: Icicle Edge! 
24: Frigid Damsel! 
25: Lightning Bolt! 
26: Prismatic Missle! 
27: Shadow Servant! 
28: Dark Savior! 
29: Poison Blow! 
30: Stone Torch! 
31: Mystic Cross! 
32: Sacred Javelin! 
33: Invoke Feather! 
34: Heal! 
35: Normalize! 
36: Might Reinforce! 
37: Guard Reinforce! 
38: Spell Reinforce! 
39: Sap Power! 
40: Sap Guard! 
41: Dampen Magic! 
42: Reflect Sorcery! 
43: Shield Critical! 
44: The time of exorcism is at hand! Venomous servants, unleash thy dark  
    flames! 
45: Calamity Blast! 
46: Surely, thou can feel it! Thy days are numbered; thy death is at hand! 
47: Crystal Strike! 
48: I invoke the rites of fiery Muspelheim and give my soul up  
    to the inferno's embrace! 
49: Ifrit Caress! 
50: Ye must desire respite from thy empty existence.. thou shall have it! 
51: Celestial Star! 
52: If ye shall accept the benedictions of beauty, then yea; let these  
    chains of aster surround thee! 
53: Absolute Zero! 



54: No mercy for the damned; thus, thou has no escape from the grasp of  
    catastrophe! 
55: Meteor Swarm! 
56: As the harmoniums of Asgard sound, their very melodies stir the ancient  
    lightning to wake! 
57: Dragon Bolt! 
58: Ye of detestible name and virtue.. false apostle; thou art bayed back to 
    the abyss! 
59: Seraphic Law! 
60: If ye trust that thy eternal bonds shall be broken, then let my words be 
    as a vengeful blade upon thee! 
61: Cosmic Spear! 
62: Hark, lightning that rides within the ashen depths; descend down as a  
    storm upon my foes! 
63: Gravity Blessing! 
64: Lo, ye shall look upon the calamities of heresy with beclouded eyes! 
65: Petro Disruption! 
66: Hark! It is an omen! As hymns resound, thou shall be offered as a  
    sacrifice upon the feast of madness! 
67: Carnage Anthem! 

Voice Actress Info:  

Megan Hollingshead provides the voices for Valkyrie, Lorenta, and Platina in 
Valkyrie Profile. She has played numerous roles in the Pokemon TV series, her 
most famous role being Officer Jenny or Nurse Joy. She has also played the  
following:

Fighting Foodons (2002) - Rose Marinade 
Ultimate Muscle (2002) - Trixie 
Yu-Gi-Oh! (2001) - Mai Valentine 
Sonic X (2003) - Rouge the Bat 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Mystina: 

Voiced by: Rachael Lillis 

Personal Thoughts: I LOVE Mysty's voice samples. If you've heard Jessie from 
                   the Pokemon series, then you've heard Mystina. She's not 
                   afraid to get angry, it seems.. 8) 

Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][] 

Collection Info: 



- 1-4 are battle intro messages. Depending on the strength of the enemy, 
  different messages will play. 1 means the enemy outclasses you, 4 
  means you outclass it, and 2 and 3 are in between. 

- 5-8 are played when you kill an enemy with any of Mystina's PWS  
  (Purify Weird Soul) attacks, or when you use a non-great-magic PWS  
  attack (it may even play the same sample twice) 

- 9-12 play when you hit an enemy with Great Magic or PWS and it  
  doesn't die. 

- 13-15 play when the battle ends. 
   
- 16-21 play sounds played when hit and death sounds 

- 22-44 are played when casting the respective spells. 
   
- 45-68 are played when casting the respective Great Magic spells. 

1: Hmm.. these freaks look like trouble.. 
2: You abominations from another world must die! 
3: Poor cursed creatures.. we must set their souls free. 
4: Feast your eyes on me.. it will be your last vision of beauty. 
5: You freaks have no reason to exist! 
6: Hah.. didn't even break a sweat! 
7: I'd have been impressed if you survived! 
8: Even reincarnated, your fate will be the same! 
9: STARTING to annoy me! 
10: Persistent brutes, aren't you!? 
11: Not bad.. want seconds? 
12: Oh, I get it.. you want some more?! 
13: Huh.. well at least now it's nice and quiet. 
14: Our work here is done.. let's go! 
15: They had it coming to them. 
16: Eek! (Hit) 
17: Uh! 
18: What are you doing? 
19: Uaahaaaaaa! (Death) 
20: Uaaaah! 
21: Not here! 
22: Fire Lance! 
23: Fire Storm! 
24: Icicle Edge! 
25: Frigid Damsel! 
26: Lightning Bolt! 
27: Prismatic Missle! 
28: Shadow Servant! 
29: Dark Savior! 
30: Poison Blow! 
31: Stone Torch! 
32: Mystic Cross! 
33: Sacred Javelin! 
34: Invoke Feather! 
35: Heal! 
36: Normalize! 
37: Might Reinforce! 
38: Guard Reinforce! 
39: Spell Reinforce! 
40: Sap Power! 



41: Sap Guard! 
42: Dampen Magic! 
43: Reflect Sorcery! 
44: Shield Critical! 
45: The time of exorcism is at hand! Venomous servants, unleash thy dark  
    flames! 
46: Calamity Blast! 
47: Surely, thou can feel it! Thy days are numbered; thy death is at hand! 
48: Crystal Strike! 
49: I invoke the rites of fiery Muspelheim and give my soul up to the  
    inferno's embrace! 
50: Ifrit Caress! 
51: Ye must desire respite from thy empty existence.. thou shall have it! 
52: Celestial Star! 
53: If ye shall accept the benedictions of beauty, then yea; let these  
    chains of aster surround thee! 
54: Absolute Zero! 
55: No mercy for the damned; thus, thou has no escape from the grasp of  
    catastrophe! 
56: Meteor Swarm! 
57: As the harmoniums of Asgard sound, their very melodies stir the ancient 
    lightning to wake! 
58: Dragon Bolt! 
59: Ye of detestible name and virtue.. false apostle; thou art bayed back  
    to the abyss! 
60: Seraphic Law! 
61: If ye trust that thy eternal bonds shall be broken, then let my words  
    be as a vengeful blade upon thee! 
62: Cosmic Spear! 
63: Hark, lightning that rides within the ashen depths; descend down as a  
    storm upon my foes! 
64: Gravity Blessing! 
65: Lo, ye shall look upon the calamities of heresy with beclouded eyes! 
66: Petro Disruption! 
67: Hark! It is an omen! As hymns resound, thou shall be offered as a  
    sacrifice upon the feast of madness! 
68: Carnage Anthem! 

Voice Actress Info:  

Fans of Pokemon will instanly recognize the voice of Rachael Lillis. She 
voices Jessie and Misty, two of the most popular female characters in the 
series, as well as some side-roles as Pokemon themselves. In VP, she 
is the voice of Jelanda, Mystina and Lyseria. Here are some more 
of her roles outside of the game: 

Tama and Friends (2001) - the voice of Bengbu 
Boogiepop Phantom (2000) - Manaka Kisaragi, Nagi Kirima 
Gokudo (1999) - Mora (english dub) 
Shamanic Princess (1997) - Mimi 
Revolutionary Girl Utena - Utena Tenjou 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Shiho: 



Voiced by: Tara Jayne 

Personal Thoughts: Strange.. some of her samples sound monotone.. almost 
                   like a goth girl type voice. Other times, she's like 
                   a more enthusiastic Yumei. Seeing that she's a song 
                   maiden, I would have loved to hear her sing.  
                   "Fiiiiiire Laaaaaaaaaaaance!" 
                    
Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][] 

Collection Info: 

- 1-4 are battle intro messages. Depending on the strength of the enemy, 
  different messages will play. 1 means the enemy outclasses you, 4 
  means you outclass it, and 2 and 3 are in between. 

- 5-8 are played when you kill an enemy with any of Shiho's PWS  
  (Purify Weird Soul) attacks, or when you use a non-great-magic PWS  
  attack (it may even play the same sample twice) 

- 9-12 play when you hit an enemy with Great Magic or PWS and it  
  doesn't die. 

- 13-15 play when the battle ends. 
   
- 16-20 play sounds played when hit and death sounds 

- 21-43 are played when casting the respective spells. 
   
- 44-67 are played when casting the respective Great Magic spells. 

1: Dark forces are at work here.. 
2: The souls of these beasts are in torment.. 
3: It's a blessing I cannot look upon you. 
4: Such pitiable beings these creatures are. 
5: Return to the abyss you came from. 
6: Evil has no place in this world! 
7: The underworld awaits you. 
8: I'll always uphold the truths of the earth. 
9: Why won't this demon die? 
10: How could it have survived? 
11: These fiends are powerful! 
12: My powers are insufficient? 
13: I fight for truth.. but now I will also fight for myself! 
14: Your torment has finally ended.. 
15: My friends, are you all right? 
16: Ahh! (Hit) 
17: No! 
18: Help me! 
19: Ohhhh! (Death) 



20: Somebody.. please save me! 
21: Fire Lance! 
22: Fire Storm! 
23: Icicle Edge! 
24: Frigid Damsel! 
25: Lightning Bolt! 
26: Prismatic Missle! 
27: Shadow Servant! 
28: Dark Savior! 
29: Poison Blow! 
30: Stone Torch! 
31: Mystic Cross! 
32: Sacred Javelin! 
33: Invoke Feather! 
34: Heal! 
35: Normalize! 
36: Might Reinforce! 
37: Guard Reinforce! 
38: Spell Reinforce! 
39: Sap Power! 
40: Sap Guard! 
41: Dampen Magic! 
42: Reflect Sorcery! 
43: Shield Critical! 
44: The time of exorcism is at hand! Venomous servants, unleash thy  
    dark flames! 
45: Calamity Blast! 
46: Surely, thou can feel it! Thy days are numbered; thy death is at hand! 
47: Crystal Strike! 
48: I invoke the rites of fiery Muspelheim and give my soul up to the  
    inferno's embrace! 
49: Ifrit Caress! 
50: Ye must desire respite from thy empty existence.. thou shall have it! 
51: Celestial Star! 
52: If ye shall accept the benedictions of beauty, then yea; let these  
    chains of aster surround thee! 
53: Absolute Zero! 
54: No mercy for the damned; thus, thou has no escape from the grasp of  
    catastrophe! 
55: Meteor Swarm! 
56: As the harmoniums of Asgard sound, their very melodies stir the ancient 
    lightning to wake! 
57: Dragon Bolt! 
58: Ye of detestible name and virtue.. false apostle; thou art bayed back  
    to the abyss! 
59: Seraphic Law! 
60: If ye trust that thy eternal bonds shall be broken, then let my words  
    be as a vengeful blade upon thee! 
61: Cosmic Spear! 
62: Hark, lightning that rides within the ashen depths; descend down as a  
    storm upon my foes! 
63: Gravity Blessing! 
64: Lo, ye shall look upon the calamities of heresy with beclouded eyes! 
65: Petro Disruption! 
66: Hark! It is an omen! As hymns resound, thou shall be offered as a  
    sacrifice upon the feast of madness! 
67: Carnage Anthem! 

Voice Actress Info:  



Tara Jayne also does the parts of the similar sounding Nanami, Llewelyn and 
Yumei. Tara performs the voice of Bulbasaur in the Pokemon TV series,  
amongst some other Pokemon. Some of Tara's other roles include: 

Fighting Foodons (2002) - Chase 
Kirby: Right Back at Ya (2002) - Tuff 
Yu-Gi-Oh! (2001) - Mokuba Kaiba 
Angel Sanctuary (2001) - Sara Mudo 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Jayle: 

Voiced by: Veronica Taylor 

Personal Thoughts: Jayle was another one of those characters who really didn't 
                   have an effect on me. Her voice is a little like Freya and 
                   Aelia, but a lot more like a young woman than the more 
                   mature feel of Freya and Aelia. Jayle has a little too much 
                   sugar in her system; her battle pose confirms that. If I 
                   hear her say "Eternal Raid" one more time... *shudders* 
                    
Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][] 

Collection Info: 

- 1-4 are battle intro messages. Depending on the strength of the enemy, 
  different messages will play. 1 means the enemy outclasses you, 4 
  means you outclass it, and 2 and 3 are in between. 

- 5-7 are Jayle's PWS move voice samples. Simply use Eternal Raid to 
  obtain all 3. 

- 8-11 play when you kill an enemy with Eternal Raid. 

- 12-15 play when you hit an enemy with Eternal Raid and it doesn't die. 
   
- 16-18 play when the battle ends. 

- 19-29 are attack sounds, sounds played when hit, counterattack sounds, 
  and death sounds 
   

1: Uh.. do we have any chance of victory? 
2: Enemies! 
3: To arms! 
4: These foes are no match for us! 
5: In the name of my lord! 
6: Finishing Strike! 



7: Eternal Raid! 
8: Did that do it? 
9: Now you have felt my power! 
10: All right! No excuses! 
11: Such is your fate! 
12: Damn.. not bad! 
13: You're alive? One more, then! 
14: You want some more? 
15: I won't stop until you're crushed! 
16: There are plenty of foes left to fight.. let's go! 
17: I cannot die yet.. 
18: That was close.. if I had made one more wrong move.. 
19: Hah! (Attack) 
20: Dah! 
21: Hyeah!
22: Uuh! (Hit) 
23: Ahh! 
24: Uaah! 
25: You insult me! (Counter) 
26: I don't think so! 
27: Now it's my turn! 
28: Uahhhh ahhhh.... (Death) 
29: Ahhhh... uhh.. 
30: I don't.. wanna.. die.. 

Voice Actress Info:  

Veronica Taylor has numerous roles in VP, including Freya, Fuyuki 
(the boy in Yumei's story), Jayle, and a few more NPCs. 
She's most  noteworthy for her voice as Ash Ketchum from Pokemon 
(ugh..). In fact, Fuyuki's voice is identical to Ash's in every  
way. Some of Veronica's other works are: 

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2003) - April O'Neil 
Fighting Foodons (2002) - Clawdia 
Kirby: Right Back at Ya (2002) - Fololo and Falala 
Ultimate Muscle (2002) - Kid Muscle's Mom 
Slayers (1995) - Amelia #2 [Episode 14+] (English Language Version) 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Suo: 

Voiced by: Jimmy Zoppi 

Personal Thoughts: Suo has a very cool sounding voice. Always loud, proud, 
                   and never annoying; with a bit of a Japanese feel to it. 
                   I really think Jimmy put a lot of soul into this one, and 
                   did such a good job, that I frequently use Suo in my 
                   front lines for his voice samples. 8) 

Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 



[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][]

Collection Info: 

- 1-4 are battle intro messages. Depending on the strength of the enemy, 
  different messages will play. 1 means the enemy outclasses you, 4 
  means you outclass it, and 2 and 3 are in between. 

- 5-7 are Suo's PWS move voice samples. Simply use Hyoso-Hojin to 
  obtain all 3. 

- 8-11 play when you kill an enemy with Hyoso-Hojin. 

- 12-15 play when you hit an enemy with Hyoso-Hojin and it doesn't die. 
   
- 16-18 play when the battle ends. 

- 19-29 are attack sounds, sounds played when hit, counterattack sounds, 
  and death sounds 
   
1: By the laws of heaven.. you shall be cleansed! 
2: I shall the break the curses on your souls! 
3: Show me your skills, demons! 
4: Don't you beasts realize you're completely outmatched? 
5: Body and soul shall be torn asunder! 
6: Ougi! 
7: Hyoso-Hojin! 
8: My path is strewn with corpses! 
9: So even demons feel pain! 
10: Thus is the law of heaven! 
11: Turn to the dust! 
12: What? 
13: It seems I underrated you! 
14: Stay down, you fool! 
15: My next strike will not be so merciful! 
16: Thankless creatures these beasts are! 
17: It was their karma to die as such! 
18: Admirable skill.. but still no match for me! 
19: Rahh! (Attack) 
20: Eahh! 
21: Die! 
22: Urahh! (Hit) 
23: Raah! 
24: Damn! 
25: Pathetic! (Counter) 
26: Is that it?! 
27: Miss! 
28: Uuuuaaaaaaaaaah! (Death) 
29: So this.. shall be my final resting place! 

Voice Actor Info:  

Jimmy Zoppi performs the voices of Kashell, Suo and Badrach in Valkyrie 
Profile. He's also very well known as Bill and Snap (the camera guy) from 
the Pokemon series. Additionally, Jimmy has done a lot of roles in the  
Slayers anime series. 



============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Gandar: 

Voiced by: Ed Paul 

Personal Thoughs: Gandar is perhaps my favourite character when it comes 
                  to voice samples; they fit his ambitious and determined 
                  nature. Gandar truly wants to destroy the gods, and when 
                  he shouts out a great spell, you can feel the enemy's fear. 
                  One of the greatest voice collections EVER. You've got to 
                  love his 4th sample.. greatest insult ever! 

Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][] 

Collection Info: 

- 1-4 are battle intro messages. Depending on the strength of the enemy, 
  different messages will play. 1 means the enemy outclasses you, 4 
  means you outclass it, and 2 and 3 are in between. 

- 5-8 are played when you kill an enemy with any of Gandar's PWS  
  (Purify Weird Soul) attacks, or when you use a non-great-magic PWS  
  attack (it may even play the same sample twice) 

- 9-12 play when you hit an enemy with Great Magic or PWS and it  
  doesn't die. 

- 13-15 play when the battle ends. 
   
- 16-21 play sounds played when hit and death sounds 

- 22-44 are played when casting the respective spells. 
   
- 45-68 are played when casting the respective Great Magic spells. 

1: These foes are more than they appear. 
2: I shall rend your souls from your bodies! 
3: Prepare to face a true opponent! 
4: These creatures are less than pathetic! 
5: As expected.. 
6: How fragile these beasts are! 
7: Heh.. ha ha ha ha! 
8: My sorcery makes even gods tremble! 
9: Hmm.. I grow weary of you! 
10: Hah hah.. not bad, little one! 
11: Well done, but you'll not stand another! 



12: Your puny grip on life is failing! 
13: Fighting monsters instead of summoning them.. how ironic.. 
14: A decent performance.. I suppose.. 
15: I will surpass the gods.. without fail! 
16: Buh! (Hit) 
17: Uh! 
18: Well done! 
19: My life's ambition.. reduced to nothing! (Death) 
20: Uaaaah! 
21: Uaaaaaaahhhh! 
22: Fire Lance! 
23: Fire Storm! 
24: Icicle Edge! 
25: Frigid Damsel! 
26: Lightning Bolt! 
27: Prismatic Missle! 
28: Shadow Servant! 
29: Dark Savior! 
30: Poison Blow! 
31: Stone Torch! 
32: Mystic Cross! 
33: Sacred Javelin! 
34: Invoke Feather! 
35: Heal! 
36: Normalize! 
37: Might Reinforce! 
38: Guard Reinforce! 
39: Spell Reinforce! 
40: Sap Power! 
41: Sap Guard! 
42: Dampen Magic! 
43: Reflect Sorcery! 
44: Shield Critical! 
45: The time of exorcism is at hand! Venomous servants, unleash thy dark  
    flames! 
46: Calamity Blast! 
47: Surely, thou can feel it! Thy days are numbered; thy death is at hand! 
48: Crystal Strike! 
49: I invoke the rites of fiery Muspelheim and give my soul up  
    to the inferno's embrace! 
50: Ifrit Caress! 
51: Ye must desire respite from thy empty existence.. thou shall have it! 
52: Celestial Star! 
53: If ye shall accept the benedictions of beauty, then yea; let these 
    chains of aster surround thee! 
54: Absolute Zero! 
55: No mercy for the damned; thus, thou has no escape from the grasp of  
    catastrophe! 
56: Meteor Swarm! 
57: As the harmoniums of Asgard sound, their very melodies stir the ancient 
    lightning to wake! 
58: Dragon Bolt! 
59: Ye of detestible name and virtue.. false apostle; thou art bayed back to 
    the abyss! 
60: Seraphic Law! 
61: If ye trust that thy eternal bonds shall be broken, then let my words  
    be as a vengeful blade upon thee! 
62: Cosmic Spear! 
63: Hark, lightning that rides within the ashen depths; descend down as a  
    storm upon my foes! 



64: Gravity Blessing! 
65: Lo, ye shall look upon the calamities of heresy with beclouded eyes! 
66: Petro Disruption! 
67: Hark! It is an omen! As hymns resound, thou shall be offered as a  
    sacrifice upon the feast of madness! 
68: Carnage Anthem! 

Voice Actor Info:  

Ed Paul is an enigmatic one. Aside from a few diverse roles in Valkyrie 
Profile (Gandar, Loki, Belenus), I know nothing about him. If you have any 
information you'd like to add, please email me! 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Lucian: 

Voiced by: Eric Stuart 

Personal Thoughts: Sounds identical to Brock from Pokemon, but rather than 
                   silly and woman-obsessed, here we have a poor soul who 
                   sounds like he lives with regret. Even his taunts sound 
                   as if he is tortured.. poor guy. Very good collection 
                   for him, but you can't help but feel sorry for poor 
                   Lucian. 
Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][] 

Collection Info: 

- 1-4 are battle intro messages. Depending on the strength of the enemy, 
  different messages will play. 1 means the enemy outclasses you, 4 
  means you outclass it, and 2 and 3 are in between. 

- 5-7 are Lucian's PWS move voice samples. Simply use Round Rip Saber to 
  obtain all 3. 

- 8-11 play when you kill an enemy with Round Rip Saber. 

- 12-15 play when you hit an enemy with Round Rip Saber and it doesn't die. 
   
- 16-18 play when the battle ends. 

- 19-31 are attack sounds, sounds played when hit, counterattack sounds, 
  and death sounds 
   
1: What? This dark force.. it's.. 
2: I'll show you what I can do! 
3: All right.. let's do this! 
4: They are no match for us! 
5: Valkyrie, grant me power! 



6: Finishing Strike! 
7: Round Rip Saber! 
8: There.. did you see my skill? 
9: Who's next? 
10: Not bad, eh.. now you understand! 
11: A single blow from me is death! 
12: W..what power! 
13: Damn it all! 
14: Don't think that will happen again! 
15: My strike was too weak! 
16: This power.. if only I had gained it earlier.. I could have.. 
17: I don't wanna cause anymore painful memories.. 
18: I wonder if I'll ever get to pass this earring on? 
19: Hah! (Attack) 
20: Ah! 
21: And take this! 
22: Uh! (Hit) 
23: Damn! 
24: Uh! 
25: Don't make me laugh! (Counter) 
26: You'll regret that! 
27: Eat this! 
28: Platina.. Valkyrie! (Death) 
29: Uhhhhhh! 
30: Ohhhhhhh! 
31: Uhhhh!

Voice Actor Info:  

Eric Stuart has made quite a name for himself! He plays both Lucian and  
Grey from Valkyrie Profile, but is much better known as Brock and James from  
the Pokemon series. To learn more about Eric Stuart, check out his personal 
website at http://www.ericstuart.com . He's in a band! He's opened for some 
of the greatest rock bands of all time! And his music is good, too!  

Also, here are some of his other roles. 

Fighting Foodons (2002) - Gazmacho 
Kirby: Right Back at Ya (2002) - Meta-Knight 
Ultimate Muscle (2002) - Mac Metaphor/ Dik Dik VanDik/ Geronimo 
Yu-Gi-Oh! (2001) - Seto Kaiba 
Slayers (1995) - Gourry Gabriev (English dub) 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Lezard Valeth: 

Voiced by: Addie Blaustien 

Personal Thoughs: Words cannot do justice to describe how well Lezard Valeth 
                  is voiced. Every one of his samples is absolutely insane; 
                  perfectly fitting his character. I'd say tied with Gandar 
                  for best voice collection in the game. His quotes are simple 
                  to die for. "They one should not speak unkindly of the dead, 
                  so I say "Nice Try!". 8P 



Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][] 

Collection Info: 

- 1, 3 and 4 are battle intro messages. Depending on the strength of  
  the enemy, different messages will play. 1 means the enemy  
  outclasses you, 4 means you outclass it, 3 in between. 
   
- 2 is a special sample played in the beginning of the battle 
  against Lezard in the Tower of Lezard Valeth dungeon. 

- 5-8 are played when you kill an enemy with any of Lezard's PWS  
  (Purify Weird Soul) attacks, or when you use a non-great-magic PWS  
  attack (it may even play the same sample twice) 

- 9-12 play when you hit an enemy with Great Magic or PWS and it  
  doesn't die. 

- 13-15 play when the battle ends. 
   
- 16-22 play sounds played when hit and death sounds 

- 23-45 are played when casting the respective spells. 
   
- 46 plays when casting Great Magic or PWS. I'm not 100% sure though. 

- 47-70 are played when casting the respective Great Magic spells. 

1: Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha! These foes are a joke! 
2: Open the gates of Nifelheim! More souls await! 
3: M-ya-ha-ha! Prepare to die! 
4: Hah! We cannot lose against such foes! 
5: My sorcery is invincible! 
6: Did you like that, Lady Valkyrie? N-ya-ha-ha-ha! 
7: That was quite impressive, even for me! 
8: M-ya-ha-ha! You freaks have no place here! 
9: Hmm.. you're a bit stronger than I thought! 
10: Well, this is a surprise. 
11: That spell was little more than child's play! 
12: You will not survive the next strike! 
13: Hmm.. getting the attention of a goddess isn't very easy, is it? 
14: These demons are surprisingly feeble.. undead in name only. 
15: They say one should not speak unkindly of the dead, so I say "Nice try!" 
16: Ohh! 
17: Ahh! 
18: Nnnot.. bad! 
19: It can't be.. I can't die yet! 
20: No.. I will not accept this! 
21: Uaaaaah! 
22: Aaaaaaaah! 
23: Fire Lance! 
24: Fire Storm! 



25: Icicle Edge! 
26: Frigid Damsel! 
27: Lightning Bolt! 
28: Prismatic Missle! 
29: Shadow Servant! 
30: Dark Savior! 
31: Poison Blow! 
32: Stone Torch! 
33: Mystic Cross! 
34: Sacred Javelin! 
35: Invoke Feather! 
36: Heal! 
37: Normalize! 
38: Might Reinforce! 
39: Guard Reinforce! 
40: Spell Reinforce! 
41: Sap Power! 
42: Sap Guard! 
43: Dampen Magic! 
44: Reflect Sorcery! 
45: Shield Critical! 
46: Hahahahahahhahah-hah-hah-hah! 
47: The time of exorcism is at hand! Venomous servants, unleash thy dark  
    flames! 
48: Calamity Blast! 
49: Surely, thou can feel it! Thy days are numbered; thy death is at hand! 
50: Crystal Strike! 
51: I invoke the rites of fiery Muspelheim and give my soul up  
    to the inferno's embrace! 
52: Ifrit Caress! 
53: Ye must desire respite from thy empty existence.. thou shall have it! 
54: Celestial Star! 
55: If ye shall accept the benedictions of beauty, then yea; let these 
    chains of aster surround thee! 
56: Absolute Zero! 
57: No mercy for the damned; thus, thou has no escape from the grasp of 
    catastrophe! 
58: Meteor Swarm! 
59: As the harmoniums of Asgard sound, their very melodies stir the ancient 
    lightning to wake! 
60: Dragon Bolt! 
61: Ye of detestible name and virtue.. false apostle; thou art bayed back to 
    the abyss! 
62: Seraphic Law! 
63: If ye trust that thy eternal bonds shall be broken, then let my words be 
    as a vengeful blade upon thee! 
64: Cosmic Spear! 
65: Hark, lightning that rides within the ashen depths; descend down as a  
    storm upon my foes! 
66: Gravity Blessing! 
67: Lo, ye shall look upon the calamities of heresy with beclouded eyes! 
68: Petro Disruption! 
69: Hark! It is an omen! As hymns resound, thou shall be offered as a  
    sacrifice upon the feast of madness! 
70: Carnage Anthem! 

Voice Actor Info:  

Addie (Adam) Blaustien is the voice actor who did Lawfer and Lezard Valeth's 
voices. Addie is also very well known as his role as Meowth from Pokemon. 



Also, he has done the voices of Lt. Surge from Pokemon, as well 
as Joey Wheeler from Yu-Gi-Oh! Funny how Addie can have a tough guy 
sounding voice, yet also be able to perform a higher pitched madman voice 
like Lezard, isn't it? 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Brahms: 

Voiced by: Ken Gates 

Personal Thoughs: Pretty fitting for a Vampire Lord, I must say. Even though 
                  his screams have to be some of the funniest I have ever 
                  heard. 
                   
Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][] 

Collection Info: 

- 1 is played during the battle against Hrist on the "A" Ending game. 

- 2 is played at the beginning of a battle. 

- 3-5 are Brahms' PWS move voice samples. Simply use Bloody Curse to 
  obtain all 3. 
   
- 6-9 play when you kill an enemy with Bloody Curse. 

- 10-13 play when you hit an enemy with Bloody Curse and it doesn't die. 
   
- 14-15 play when the battle ends. 

- 16-26 are attack sounds, sounds played when hit, counterattack sounds, 
  and death sounds 
   
1: Hrist.. prepare yourself! 
2: Lenneth, you and I need not do battle here. 
3: Feel the power of darkness! 
4: Finishing Strike! 
5: Bloody Curse! 
6: So fragile.. 
7: Return to nothingness! 
8: Farewell, frail one.. 
9: Over.. so soon? 
10: Hah! You are strong indeed! 
11: Haah! A real battle.. glorious! 
12: Excellent.. you amuse me! 
13: Finally.. an opponent worthy of respect! 
14: Hrist, do not worry. This parting is but temporary. 
15: Ludicrous.. what was Odin thinking? 



16: Hah! (Attack) 
17: Hoo! 
18: Fhm! 
19: Hmm! (Hit) 
20: Uhh! 
21: Umh! 
22: Not likely! (Counter) 
23: Heh! 
24: Don't insult me! 
25: It.. it cannot be! (Death) 
26: Gaaaaaaaaaaaahhh! 

Voice Actor Info:  

Ken Gates performs the voices of both Brahms and Odin, and supposedly the 
voice of the undead king Akhetamen. He also plays a few parts in the Pokemon 
series, most noteably the role of Gym Master Koga. 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Iseria Queen: 

Voiced by: Kaysie Rogers 

Personal Thoughts: I have mixed feelings about this one. I don't HATE the 
                   voice samples, but a lot of them sound as if Iseria Queen 
                   has no teeth. She sounds like one of those stereotypical 
                   witches with green faces you see in Halloween cartoons 
                   that go "Eeeeheeeheeeheeeheeeheee!" Think Wicked Witch of 
                   The West, and you'll get a good idea of what Iseria sounds 
                   like. 
                    
Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][]

- 1 and 2 are played when Iseria does normal attacks. 

- 3-5 are played when Iseria Queen does Empress Massacre, her PWS move. 
   
- 6 plays when Iseria transforms halfway into the battle. 

- 7-9 play when you Iseria Queen takes a hit. 
   
- 10 plays when Iseria Queen is killed. 

- 11 is Iseria Queen's battle introduction message. 

- 12-15 are played when Iseria Queen casts the respective spells. 

- 16-17 are played when Iseria uses her Great Magic spell (happens 
  every 4 turns, unless she is near death, in which she uses it 
  almost endlessly. 



1: Tah! 
2: Hah! 
3: Perish!
4: Prepare thyself! 
5: Die! 
6: Now I shall end this! 
7: Ahhh! 
8: Ah! 
9: You little! 
10: What do you desire after you've reached the ultimate rank? Heh, it's  
    none of my business. I'm sure we'll be.. able to.. 
11: You'll find me very different from Gabriel Celeste! I'll show you 
    what true despair is. Resign yourself to your fate! 
12: Fire Lance! 
13: Fire Storm! 
14: Mystic Cross! 
15: Sacred Javelin! 
16: If ye trust that thy eternal bonds shall be broken, then let my words  
    be as a vengeful blade upon thee! 
17: Cosmic Spear! 

Voice Actor Info:  

Kaysie Rogers plays Iseria Queen in Valkyrie Profile. She also does numerous 
Pokemon voices as well as the voice of Professor Ivy in the Pokemon series. 
Her voice is rather silly sounding, in my opinion. 8) 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Gabriel Celeste: 

Voiced by: UNKNOWN (Possibly Ed Paul) 

Personal Thoughts: Better than Iseria Queen, but still rather odd. Sounds a 
                   LOT like Loki's voice. 
                    
Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][] 

Collection Info: 

- 1 and 2 are played when Gabriel does normal attacks. 

- 3-4 are played when Gabriel does Empress Massacre, his PWS move. 

- 5-7 play when Gabriel takes a hit. 
   
- 8 plays when Gabriel is killed. 

- 9 is Gabriel battle introduction message. 



- 10-13 are played when Gabriel casts the respective spells. 

- 14-15 are played when Gabriel uses his Great Magic spell (happens 
  every 4 turns, unless he is near death, in which he uses it 
  almost endlessly. 

1: Mffh! 
2: Eahh! 
3: This is true power! 
4: Receive thy judgement! 
5: Uhh! 
6: Uahh! 
7: Such audacity! 
8: I have been defeated.. well done, humans. I am sure we'll meet again 
   in another time and place. Farewell! 
9: Vulgar beings.. you have not yet known true terror! Repent! 
10: Fire Lance! 
11: Fire Storm! 
12: Icicle Edge! 
13: Frigid Damsel! 
14: No mercy for the damned; thus, thou has no escape from the  
    grasp of catastrophe! 
15: Meteor Swarm! 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Akhetamen (Also Setkhefre in the Seraphic Gate): 

Voiced by: UNKNOWN (Possibly Ken Gates with voice distortion) 

Personal Thoughts: VERY cool distorted voice that sounds as if Akhetamen is 
                   talking through a heavy mask, which he is. His samples are 
                   all quite unique and very pleasant to hear. My favourite 
                   would have to be his "Seraphic Law" spell. 
                    
Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][] 

Collection Info: 

(NOTE): You MUST obtain samples 1-14 from Akhetamen himself by allowing him 
        to cast each spell and say each thing. Setkhefre only has his  
        Great Magic voice samples. 

- 1-4 are played when Akhetamen uses certain attacks 

- 5-6 play when Akhetamen uses physical attacks. 

- 7-9 play when Akhetamen takes a hit. 
   
- 10 plays when Akhetamen is killed. 



- 9 is Gabriel's battle introduction message. 

- 11-14 are played when Akhetamen casts the respective spells. Beat him 
  down to low life (not less than half his life) to have him cast Heal. 

- 15-16 are played when Akhetamen uses his Great Magic spell (happens 
  every 4 turns, unless he is near death, in which he uses it 
  almost endlessly. 
       

1: Thou hast been judged! 
2: Atone for thy sins! 
3: Kneel before me! 
4: Fools! 
5: Hmm! 
6: Hah! 
7: Ooh! 
8: Uaah! 
9: How.. dare thee! 
10: My reign is eternal. The world shall once again quake before the might 
    of Akhetamen.. ha-ha-ha-ha-ha.. ugh... 
11: Icicle Edge! 
12: Shadow Servant! 
13: Heal! 
14: Reflect Sorcery! 
15: Ye of detestible name and virtue.. false apostle; thou art bayed  
    back to the abyss! 
16: Seraphic Law! 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Barbarossa (Also Dullahan Lord in Palace of the Dragon): 

Voiced by: UNKNOWN 

Personal Thoughts: Again, a very cool voice that's highly distorted. I can't 
                   really tell what the voice is trying to be, but what do 
                   you expect a suit of armor with no head to sound like? 

Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][][] 

Collection Info: 

(NOTE): You MUST obtain samples 1-16 from Barbarossa himself by allowing him 
        to cast each spell and say each thing. Dullahan only has his  
        Great Magic voice samples. 

- 1-8 are played when Barbarossa uses certain attacks (he has a few, so 
  just let him fight for a bit) 



- 9-11 play when Barbarossa takes a hit. 
   
- 13-16 are played when Barbarossa casts the respective spells. 

- 17-18 are played when Barbarossa uses his Great Magic spell (happens 
  every 4 turns, unless he is near death, in which he uses it 
  almost endlessly. 
       
1: Bow before me! 
2: I'll splinter your bones! 
3: Hah! 
4: Hiiii-yah! 
5: Orreeaaah! 
6: Hah! 
7: Haah! 
8: Can you endure this fire? 
9: Ooh! 
10: Buh! 
11: Insolent fool! 
12: I.. I am the king! Had I.. had I been in my original body you would 
    never have defeated me! I... graaaaahh! 
13: Fire Lance! 
14: Fire Storm! 
15: Lightning Bolt! 
16: Guard Reinforce! 
17: The time of exorcism is at hand! Venomous servants, unleash thy  
    dark flames! 
18: Calamity Blast! 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Genevieve (Also Lich Lord in Seraphic Gate): 

Voiced by: UNKNOWN 

Personal Thoughts: This voice is sexy, seductive, and sometimes playfully  
                   cute. But that's what they WANT you to think of it; 
                   Genevieve is a demon of beauty.. a succubus. Don't 
                   fall for it! She'll eat you alive! *pictures a heavy 
                   Genevieve* Mmm.... 

Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[] 

Collection Info: 

(NOTE): You MUST obtain samples 1-11 from Genevieve herself by allowing her 
        to cast each spell and say each thing. Lich Lord only has her  
        Great Magic voice samples. 

- 1 is played during the introductory battle against Genevieve. You obtain 



  it by finding and recruiting Jayle. 

- 2-3 are played when Genevieve uses her multiple spell attack. 

- 4-6 play when Genevieve takes a hit. 

- 7 plays when Genevieve is killed. 

- 8-11 are played when Genevieve casts the respective spells. Beat her 
  down to low life (not less than half her life) to have her cast Heal. 

- 12-13 are played when Genevieve uses her Great Magic spell (happens 
  every 4 turns, unless she is near death, in which she uses it 
  almost endlessly. 
   
1: We-heh-heh-hell! 
2: Such ugly creatures.. 
3: How filthy you are.. 
4: Ohh! 
5: Ehh! 
6: How dare you! 
7: Why.. why me? I don't want to lose this beautiful body... ohhhh! 
8: Poison Blow! 
9: Heal! 
10: Sap Power! 
11: Sap Guard! 
12: If ye trust that thy eternal bonds shall be broken, then let my  
    words be as a vengeful blade upon thee! 
13: Cosmic Spear! 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Bloodbane (Also Dragon Tyrant in Seraphic Gate): 

Voiced by: UNKNOWN 

Personal Thoughts: Fitting for a dragon. Very, very deep.. but also a little 
                   too "smoky". What do I mean by that? Well, it sounds as 
                   if Bloodbane has throat cancer. Remember that classic 
                   episode of Mad TV with the lady who smoked way too much 
                   and had that horrible voice? Bloodbane sounds like that. 8P 

Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][] 

Collection Info: 

(NOTE): You MUST obtain samples 1-12 from Bloodbane himself by allowing him 
        to cast each spell and say each thing. Dragon Tyrant only has his 
        Great Magic voice samples. 

- 1-4 are played when Bloodbane uses certain attacks (he has a few, so 



  just let him fight for a bit) 

- 5-7 play when Bloodbane takes a hit. 

- 8 plays when Bloodbane is killed. 

- 9-12 are played when Barbarossa casts the respective spells. Beat him 
  down to low life (not less than half his life) to have him cast Heal. 

- 17-18 are played when Bloodbane uses his Great Magic spell (happens 
  every 4 turns, unless he is near death, in which he uses it 
  almost endlessly. 
       

1: I'll crush you! 
2: Weakling! 
3: Feel my flame! 
4: Fear me.. worship me.. I am Bloodbane! 
5: Urrughh! 
6: Ohhhh! 
7: Hrruuuh! 
8: Urrrgaaaaaah! Thou are mere insects; how could you possibly  
   have.... rrrrrrggahh! 
9: Fire Lance! 
10: Prismatic Missile! 
11: Sacred Javelin! 
12: Heal! 
13: Hark, lightning that rides within the ashen depths;  
    descend down as a storm upon my foes! 
14: Gravity Blessing! 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Wraith (Also Unholy Terror in Seraphic Gate): 

Voiced by: UNKNOWN 

Personal Thoughts: Very ghostly, certainly fitting for the evil spirit Wraith 
                   is. 

Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][] 

Collection Info: 

(NOTE): You MUST obtain samples 1-16 from Wraith himself by allowing him 
        to cast each spell and say each thing. Unholy Terror only has his 
        Great Magic voice samples. 

- 1-3 are played when Wraith uses certain attacks (he has a few, so 
  just let him fight for a bit) 



- 4-8 play when Wraith uses Whisp, which is quite common. 

- 9-11 play when Wraith is hit. 

- 12 plays when Wraith is killed. 

- 13-16 are played when Wraith casts the respective spells. Beat him 
  down to low life (not less than half his life) to have him cast Heal. 

- 17-18 are played when Wraith uses his Great Magic spell (happens 
  every 4 turns, unless he is near death, in which he uses it 
  almost endlessly. 
       

1: Imbecile! 
2: Know your place! 
3: Weakling! 
4: Hahahahahahaha! 
5: Hee, heeheeheeheeheeheeheehee! 
6: Heh heh heh heh heh heehee! 
7: Ehhh heeheeheehee! 
8: Ho ho ho ho ho hah hah ha! 
9: Uuh! 
10: Ahh! 
11: Ooh! 
12: It is i..inconceivable! How could pathetic little.. I have fallen....  
    nooooo.... ahhhhh! 
13: Lightning Bolt! 
14: Prismatic Missile! 
15: Stone Torch! 
16: Heal! 
17: Hark, lightning that rides within the ashen depths; descend down  
    as a storm upon my foes! 
18: Gravity Blessing! 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Surt (Also Giant Lord in Seraphic Gate): 

Voiced by: UNKNOWN 

Personal Thoughts: Very well done. Sounds like an younger, angry version of  
                   Odin. 
                    
Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][] 

Collection Info: 

(NOTE): You MUST obtain all of these from Giant Lord by allowing him 



        to cast each spell and say each thing. You can't save after 
        beating the game, and the only way to get to a savepoint 
        with the voice samples is to fight the Giant Lord. 

- 1-3 are played when Surt uses physical attacks. 

- 4-6 play when Surt uses certain attacks. He has a few, so let him 
  use them all. 

- 7-9 play when Surt is hit. 

- 10 plays when Surt is killed. 

- 11-14 are played when Surt casts the respective spells. Beat him 
  down to low life (not less than half his life) to have him cast Heal. 

- 15-16 are played when Surt uses his Great Magic spell (happens 
  every 4 turns, unless he is near death, in which he uses it 
  almost endlessly. 
       
1: Ummmh..
2: Uhhhh..
3: Kyohhh... 
4: Pathetic.. 
5: How is this? 
6: Burn in my flames! 
7: Oh! 
8: Ohhh! 
9: Oah! 
10: It can't be! *cough* Evil.. you mean to say evil prospers? I do not  
    accept this.. I do NOT ACCEPT THIS! 
11: Fire Lance! 
12: Sacred Javelin! 
13: Heal! 
14: Might Reinforce! 
15: I invoke the rites of fiery Muspelheim and give my soul up  
    to the inferno's embrace! 
16: Ifrit Caress! 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Loki (Also Loki Shade in Seraphic Gate): 

Voiced by: Ed Paul 

Personal Thoughts: Hearing his voice is certainly uplifting. He's very loud 
                   and angry sounding, with a dash of insanity. 8) 
                    
Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][][][] 
[][][][][][] 



Collection Info: 

(NOTE): You MUST obtain all of these from Loki Shade by allowing him 
        to cast each spell and say each thing. You can't save after 
        beating the game, and the only way to get to a savepoint 
        with the voice samples is to fight the Loki Shade. 

- 1-3 are played when Loki uses physical attacks. 

- 4 plays when Loki uses Extension Force. 

- 5 plays when Loki uses Dragon Orb, his ultimate attack. 

- 6 plays when Loki uses Extension Force. 

- 7-8 ALSO play when Loki uses Dragon Orb. 

- 9-11 play when Loki is hit. 

- 12 plays when Loki is killed. 

- 13-16 play when Loki uses the respective spells. 

- 17-18 are played when Loki uses his Great Magic spell (happens 
  every 4 turns, unless he is near death, in which he uses it 
  almost endlessly. HOWEVER, Loki will USUALLY use Dragon Orb 
  instead, so you'll just have to wait. 
       
1: Trahh! 
2: Yeahh! 
3: Hmm! 
4: Ah ha-ha-ha! 
5: How wonderful this power is! 
6: Writhe in pain! 
7: By the power of the Orb.. die! 
8: Flames of the apocalypse! 
9: Uhhah! 
10: Uhh! 
11: Uaaah!
12: Curse you! I can't die here! Valkyrie... eaaaaahhhhhh! 
13: Icicle Edge! 
14: Frigid Damsel! 
15: Shadow Servant! 
16: Mystic Cross! 
17: Hark! It is an omen! As hymns resound, thou shall be offered as a 
    sacrifice upon the feast of madness! 
18: Carnage Anthem! 

============================================================================== 

============================================================================== 

Hrist (Also Dark Valkyrie): 

Voiced by: UNKNOWN (Possibly Megan Hollingshead) 



Personal Thoughts: Kind of like an evil version of Lenneth Valkyrie. Still 
                   very womanly and beautiful, but with a bit of evil  
                   intent. 

Voice Collection: 

[][][][][][][][][][] 

Collection Info: 

- 1-3 are played when Hrist uses physical attacks. 

- 4-6 play when Hrist uses Nibelung Valesti 

- 7-9 play when Hrist is hit. 

- 10 plays when Hrist is killed. 

1: Hah! 
2: Yah! 
3: Tuaah! 
4: It shall be engraved upon your very soul! 
5: Divine Assault! 
6: Nibelung Valesti! 
7: Uhh! 
8: Ooh! 
9: Guaah! 
10: This is impossible! You creatures are but slaves of the gods!  
    Duaaaaaahhh.. ugh.. 

============================================================================== 

                            E        N        D  

============================================================================== 
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